In many surveys inexpensive auxiliary variables are available that can help us to make more precise estimation about the main variable. Using auxiliary variable has been extended by regression estimators for rare and cluster populations. In conventional regression estimator it is assumed that the mean of auxiliary variable in the population is known. In many surveys we don't have such wide information about auxiliary variable. In this paper we present a multi-phase variant of twostage sequential sampling based on an inexpensive auxiliary variable associated with the survey variable in the form of double sampling. The auxiliary variable will be used in both design and estimation stage. The population mean is estimated by a modified regression-type estimator with two different coefficient. Results will be investigated using some simulations following Median and Thompson (2004).
Introduction
Adaptive cluster sampling was introduced by Thompson (1990) as an efficient sampling procedure for estimating totals and means of rare and clustered populations. Because of lack of control on final sample size and also problems that raise in performing the design to define and use neighborhood, Salehi and Smith (2005) proposed another adaptive design that does not require neighborhood and does not generate edge units in the sample, but exploit clustering in the population to find rare events with a reasonable bound for final sample size. Panahbehagh et al. (2011) have investigated using auxiliary variable just in the design in Adaptive two-stage sequential sampling (ATS) in a real case study of fresh water mussel. Salehi et al. (2013) with assuming that the population mean for auxiliary variable is known, developed using auxiliary variable in estimation stage by two modified regression estimator. Medina and Thompson (2004) proposed a double sampling version of cluster sampling named adaptive cluster double sampling for using auxiliary information by regression estimator in Adaptive cluster sampling. Here we are going to introduce a double sampling version of adaptive two-stage sequential sampling for the situations which there is no complete information about auxiliary variable. We present a multi phase variant of adaptive two-stage sequential sampling that obtained by combining the ideas of adaptive two-stage sequential sampling and double sampling. In section 2 we introduce the design and respective notation. Section 3 presents a regression type estimator with two different coefficient with respective variance and variance estimator. In section 4 we have some simulation to evaluate our design and in section 5 the paper will be finished with some conclusion about the design.
Notation and sampling design
Two-stage sequential sampling was initially proposed by Salehi and Smith (2005) as a sample design for sampling rare and clustered populations and then Brown et al. (2008) proposed an adaptive version of that. In adaptive two-stage sequential sampling (ATS) allocation of second-stage effort among primary units is based on preliminary information from the sampled primary units. Additional survey effort is directed to primary units where the secondary units in the initial sample have met a pre-specified criterion, or condition (e.g., an individual from the rare population is present). This design effectively over-samples primary units with high values, compared with other primary units, a method consistent with the approach recommended by Kalton and Anderson (1986) for sampling rare populations. Suppose we have a population of N units partitioned into M primary sample units (PSU), each contain N h secondary sample units (SSU). Let {(h, j), h = 1, 2, ..., M, j = 1, 2, ..., N h } denote the j-th unit in the h-th primary unit with an associated measurement or count y hj and an auxiliary variables x hj . Then,
hj is the mean of y values for h-th PSU andȲ N = 1 N M h=1 N hȲN h is the mean of the whole population.X N h andX N will define the same. The first stage of an adaptive two-stage sequential double sampling design consists of selection a simple random sample s of size m of M PSUs. The second stage contains two phases. The first phase consists of selecting an initial conventional sample s 1h of size n 1h in h-th PSU where hǫs. Second phase consists of doing a sequential sampling (like the second stage of a two-stage sequential sampling) with a condition C, in each s 1h , hǫs based on auxiliary information or both target and auxiliary information. The final sample in this phase named s 2h with size n 2h Then for each PSU we will have 3 estimators:
•x n 1h that is an estimator for the inexpensive variable x, and when s h1 is gathered using SRSWOR we havex n 1h = 1 n 1h jǫs 1h
x hj .
•t yn 2h andt xn 2h that are Murthy estimators for total of the auxiliary and target variables in the population based on doing ATS in h-th PSU, in the selected sample in the first phase (s 1h ).
A regression-type estimator with two different coefficient
The common estimator in this design is Murthy estimator that is an unbiased estimator for mean of the population. In this section we will introduce a regression-type estimator forȲ N based on Murthy estimator. Following Medina and Thompson (2004) "the regression estimator will be constructed under the assumption that the relationship between y and x can be modelled through a stochastic regression model ξ with mean E ξ (y hj |x hj ) = x hj β and variance var ξ (y hj |x hj ) = υ hj σ 2 , υ hj = ϕ(x hj ) where the function ϕ is assumed to be known. Throughout this paper we will consider the role of regression model ξ as the model-assisted survey sampling approach (Sarndal et al., 1992) ; that is, we will suppose that the relationship between y and x is described reasonably well by ξ, and consequently that the model can be used as an instrument for constructing appropriate estimators of the population parameters, but inference will not depend on the assumed model and will rather be "design-based"". Our main problem is estimating theȲ N ; however, because of the regression model, it will also be required to estimate the finite population regression parameter β. Now we propose a known general form of regression estimator (Sarendal et al., 1992, p.364) as below:μ reg =ȳ n 2 + β(x n 1 −x n 2 ) whereȳ
thatt yn 2h is Murty estimator in s 1h and π h is probability of choosing h-th PSU in the first stage of sampling.x n 2 is defined the same but for x. Alsō
x hj β is a parameter and if it is unknown we should first estimate it. Two reasonable candidates for β are (see Salehi et al. 2013 )
that are estimators of the conventional and the optimal regression coefficient in ATS as below
wheret xyn 2 andt x 2 n 2 are unbiased Murthy estimators of the total of xy and x 2 in the population respectively based on the design.
Expectation and Variance of the estimators
With assumingβ ≃ β according to the stages and the phases of the design we have
where E and V denote expectation and variance and the indexes 1, 2, 3, consist of first stage (s), second stage (s 1h ) and adaptive sampling in second stage (s 2h ) respectively. Then with SRSWOR in the first and second stage we have (see appendix A):
where
An estimator for β o
To calculate β o , we have (see Appendix A)
and (see Appendix B)
an reasonable estimator for var(x n 2 ) would bê
and for cov(x n 2 ,ȳ n 2 ) in a similar way we havê
and then an reasonable and asymptotically unbiased estimator for var(μ reg ) is (see appendix B)v
where l 2h and l 2h1 are number of SSU in h-th PSU in the total sample and the primary sample that satisfy in condition C respectively and n 2h1 is the size of the primary sample in h-th PSU to perform an ATS. Alsoβ can be evenβ o orβ 1 with respect to the coefficient that is used in the regression estimator.
Monte Carlo study
In this section, following Medina and Thompson (2004) , to investigate the design and the estimators, we simulated two populations with different features, and each of them with different auxiliary variables. Each population obtained by dividing a 20 × 20 unit square into N=400 unit quadrates, partitioned in 4 PSUs with equal size. We associated with the unit or quadrat (SSU) u hj a vector (y hj , x hj , z hj ), where y hj , x hj and z hj denote the j-th value of the survey variable y in h-th PSU, and the values of two auxiliary variables x and z. Information about populations are in table 1. We generated the spatial pattern following the Poisson cluster process. The number of clusters was selected from a Poisson distribution, and cluster centers were randomly located throughout the site. Individuals within the cluster were located around the cluster center at a random distance following an exponential distribution and a random direction following a uniform distribution. Also we used another variable in simulations, say w, where w was a binary variable defined as w hj = 1 if y hj > 0 and w hj = 0 otherwise.
Expectation of the designs costs
To compare fairly the design, we have derived analytic formula for the expectation of adaptive two-stage sequential double sampling cost and its conventional sampling counterpart with equal effort. The sampling designs considered in this study were compared using the expected value of the cost function, Cost T = c aux n aux + c tar n y , where Cost T is the total cost, c aux and c tar were the per element costs of measuring the auxiliary variable and the target variable, respectively, and n aux and n y were the total numbers of measurements of the auxiliary variable and the target variable. In Cost T formula, c aux , c tar and n aux are constant and just n y is variable. Then we have
Let L h , l 1h and l 2h be the number of units satisfying condition C in the h-th PSU, in the first phase and the second phase of the second stage of sampling respectively.
1h and l (r) 2h are the number of rare units in the h-th PSU, in the first phase and the second phase of the second stage of sampling, respectively. Then
where n 1 is the size of initial sample in ATSD in the h-th PSU and I h is an indicator function that takes "1" when the h-th PSU is selected in the first stage and "0" otherwise.
where HG denote Hypergeometric distribution and L 1h denotes number of unites that satisfy in condition C in the selected sample of size n 1h , we have (with
and
Then to have a fair comparison,
• when we want to execute a ATS with just target variable with equal effort, we should set E(Cost T ) = E(Cost AT S ) = n y AT S c tar , therefore we should set the initial sample size in each PSU as
• for SRSWOR we set
• and for regression in Two-stage Double sampling because this design use as much as ATSD of auxiliary variables (i.e. mn h1 ) then it is enough to set number of target sample size that should be taken in each selected PSU as
(note that the symbols n . , c . and Cont . , define the same as AT SD, but "." is replaced with a proper symbol according to respective design).
We used 4 designs and 7 estimators in the simulations:
• Adaptive two-stage sequential double sampling that used both target and auxiliary variables for condition C and the estimators in this design were -Two regression estimators with β o andβ o named RegO and Regopt -Two regression estimator with β 1 andβ 1 named Reg1 and Regb1
• Adaptive two-stage sequential sampling that used just target variables as condition C with Murthy estimator named AT S
• Double sampling that used simple random sampling for both two phases with regression estimator that used sample mean named Regs and relative bias was defined as rbias(ŷ u ) =
. Condition C was defined as " the respective SSU is nonempty" and it depends on the design that used just target or both target and auxiliary variables. Also in the iterations when it was not possible to calculate the respectiveβ, we usedȳ n 2 for respective regression estimator. Two values for the ratio of costs c aux /c tar were considered, c tar /c aux = 5 and c tar /c aux = 10. In each case the parameters were chosen such that total cost for all the designs be almost the same. The results for Population1 are in table 2 and 3 and can be summarized as follow. For efficiency in the case of c tar /c aux = 10, adaptive two-stage sequential double sampling (ATSD) is appropriate (albeit w shows no regular pattern). In the case of c tar /c aux = 5, just for enough high correlation (using x) we can trust ATSD and for low correlations ordinary ATS (that expense all the costs for sampling target variable using ATS) is more appropriate than others. Gain in efficiency for Regb and Regopt relative to Regs is considerable . Also results show that n 1h and portion of n 2h1 n 1h
are two important factors to improve the efficiency of the estimators in the design. It is expected that with increasing n 1h the efficiency increases, but it is interesting that bigness of
can amend smallness of n 1h . For comparing Regopt and Regb1 according to the results for high correlation Regopt has better performance than Regb1 and when the correlations are low we can trust Regb1 more than Regopt. It could be a result of complexity of the Regopt formula (see Salehi et. al. 2013) For unbiasedness the results can be summarized as follows. n 1h is one of the important factor that with increasing it, the bias decreases and the next important factors are m and n 2h1 . In the cases that AT SD is better than AT S, Regopt has better (or at least equivalent) performance than Regb1 and in some cases (for example the cases that the correlations are low and Regb1 has good performance in efficiency) bias of Regopt is substantially smaller than Regb1 and bias of Regb1 is almost unacceptable. Also the amount of bias for both Regopt and Regb1 are unacceptable when our auxiliary variable is w with n 1h = 50.
Then for population1 with looking at efficiency and unbiasedness together, in the cases that AT SD is better than AT S, we can trust Regopt more than Regb1 and Regopt can be our first candidate to estimate the parameters.
The results of population2 are in table 4. In the case of high correlation (x) and also for w (with enough sample size) with c tar /c aux = 10, ATSD is the proper design to investigate the population. But for the other cases the results shows SRSWOR withȳ s is more appropriate. It seems if there is weak correlation between target and auxiliary variable, because the target variable is not rare, it is better to expanse all the costs on finding and investigating target variable with SRSWOR. For unbiasedness the results can be summarized as follow. The amount of unbiasedness is acceptable for almost all the cases. Also in the cases that ATSD is better than ATS in efficiency, again bias of Regopt is substantially smaller (or at least equivalent) than Regb1. In high correlation cases, that AT SD is the proper design, Regb1 is a little better than Regopt in efficiency, but as we discussed before, Regopt is better than Regb1 according to bias. Then if we look at efficiency and unbiasedness simultaneously, we prefer to use Regopt is such cases.
Conclusion
ATSD is double sampling version of ATS that can be useful to investigate rare and cluster population with presenting auxiliary variables. The results in the simulations are conditional on the data sets that we used but they should apply to any population with similar features. In the case of high correlation the proposed design has good performance and for middle amount of correlations it is depend on structure of target variable and relative costs of target and auxiliary variables. Simulations show when the variables are rare and relative costs is reasonably high, the proper strategy is ATSD.
Appendix 6.1 Appendix A
We have
and then
Also for part1 we have
For part2 we have
For part3 we have
where V 3 (t yn 2h ) is variance of Murthy estimator in ATS in h-th PSU under s 1h . Then
And then
and with
we have
and finally we have
we have (for r = 1, 2)
Now with all above computation, an asymptotic unbiased estimator for variance of the estimator is (if we set β instead ofβ the estimator will be unbiased): , d, n 1 , d 1 ) (10,4,13,10) (10,4,13,10) (6,4,9,10) (10,4,16,10) (10,4,16,10) 
